Spectral characterization of an industrial EUV light source for nanolithography
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Abstract
The emission spectra from an industrial, droplet-based, laser-produced plasma, extreme ultraviolet light source for nanolithography are here presented and analyzed. The dependence of spectral features on the CO2-drive-laser intensity is studied by changing the beam spot size at constant pulse energy and duration. We characterize the spectrum by fitting the results of atomic structure calculations to the short-wavelength region (7–11 nm), where the contributions from various charge states can be resolved, and obtain the relative contributions of charge states Sn9+–Sn15+. These relative contributions are compared to charge state populations as calculated with the non-equilibrium plasma kinetics code flychk. The calculations are shown to be in good qualitative agreement with the results, showing that the effective plasma temperature, and with it, the shape of the unresolved, main emission feature at 13.5 nm, is a remarkably weak function of laser intensity under this source normal operating conditions.
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employed as projection optics in EUV lithography scanners [1]. On the path towards high-volume EUV lithography, source characterization, physical understanding, improvement are important targets [23]. Amongst other techniques, spectroscopic measurements of the source emission spectrum are a powerful tool to diagnose source conditions [24]. Moreover, the projection optics [1], EUV pellicle [25] in the scanner are sensitively dependent on the spectral emission characteristics as, e.g. the out-of-band EUV spectrum, i.e. photons outside the 2% reflection bandwidth, may influence coating lifetime, further introduce undesirable thermal effects [26, 27].

We present spectra obtained from an industrial LPP EUV light source. The analysis revolves around the short wavelength emission features found in the 7–11 nm range. The result of atomic structure calculations given in [28] are used to characterize the charge state contribution to the spectrum by employing a fitting procedure. Using the non-equilibrium plasma kinetics code FLYCHK [29], the fit results are compared to the calculated charge state populations, thus obtaining an effective plasma temperature, scaling thereof with laser intensity.

2. Experiment

The plasma emission spectra have been acquired from an industrial ASML ‘S2’ EUV source driven by a 10.6 μm-wavelength CO₂-gas-laser [30] with EUV power of 100 W at the intermediate focus, i.e. the power delivered by the source to the scanner (see figure 1). The source is operated with a repetition rate of 50 kHz, with Sn droplets of 20–30 μm in diameter [6]. The initially-spherical droplet is pre-deformed into a thin, disk-like target about 300 μm in diameter using a 10 μm laser prepulse of few tens of mJ. This prepulse is followed by a 10 μm, high-energy, high-intensity main pulse which creates the plasma necessary for EUV emission. The main pulse energy is kept constant throughout the experiments at approximately 500 mJ. Its temporal profile also remains unchanged, which exhibits a strong peak decay over a several-10 ns time scale. In order to probe different plasma temperatures, therefore charge state populations, the main pulse beam-size on target is scanned by changing the position of the last optical elements along the laser propagation direction. This operation results in the main pulse beam-spot on Sn target being monotonically scanned, going from approximately 200 μm–400 μm diameter. Changes in the spatial size of the main pulse will affect its intensity, the parameter pertinent for setting plasma temperature [31]. In the rest of this article, due to the fact that the laser-pulse duration remains unchanged, average laser fluence at the target will be employed as the relevant quantity. In the performed scan, the fluence is varied between approximately 300 J cm⁻²–800 J cm⁻². The total EUV energy in the 2% band at the intermediate focus per pulse is in the range of 2.5 mJ–2.8 mJ.

Throughout the experiment, while the laser beam-spot is changed, the source is operated to maximize in-band EUV output for each given experimental condition. This is achieved by adjusting the alignment of the droplet, prepulse laser in the plane perpendicular to laser propagation direction. By adjusting alignment between the droplet, the prepulse, the disk-like target will exhibit a tilt with respect to the main pulse propagation direction [32]. Due to this tilt, the cylindrical symmetry of the main pulse-target interaction is broken, the spectral emission may be expected to suffer from anisotropy. Angular dependence of the EUV emission in the 2% band in this type of sources is a well-established fact, even in perfectly cylindrically-symmetric interactions [24, 33]; moreover, there are no studies dedicated to the investigation of the anisotropy of the full EUV emission spectrum. Therefore, dedicated measurements were performed to study the aforementioned angular properties and, more precisely, the effects of the optimization procedure. Keeping all other parameters constant, the laser-to-droplet alignment is changed as performed during the optimization procedure. The resulting target tilt is inspected using a shadowgraphic technique [34], imaging the Sn disk at 90° with respect to the laser direction. Anisotropy of the emission after irradiating the tilted targets with the main pulse was found to mainly affect the total amount of radiation emitted but has negligible impact on the spectral characteristics of the emission. Figure 2 shows the relative emission spectra obtained for three distinct target tilts, illustrated by the shadowgraphic images in the figure legend.

The spectra were measured from a view-port positioned 90° to the drive laser axis using a broadband transmission grating spectrometer [24, 35, 36]. The spectrometer was operated with a 50 μm-wide entrance slit and a near-normal-incidence 10000 lines mm⁻¹ grating resulting in an instrument resolution of 0.11 nm full-width-at-half-maximum at a wavelength of 13.5 nm [24]. The diffracted light was subsequently recorded by a back-illuminated charge coupled device (CCD) from Princeton Instruments (PIXIS-XO: 2KB) with 2048 × 512 pixels. The camera was cooled to −17 °C to reduce the thermal noise. The spectrometer was aligned to observe the zero-order light close to the edge of the camera to
The short-wavelength emission features between 7 and 11 nm, despite their much lower emission intensity, show much more drastic changes than the main feature at 13.5 nm. Moreover, the features observed in this region are charge state resolved even for the ions Sn$^{11+}$–Sn$^{15+}$ [28], allowing for further information to be distilled. The spectrum produced by the lowest laser fluence is easily recognized by the stronger contribution from lower charge states Sn$^{9+}$–Sn$^{11+}$ [28]. The strong presence of these charge states in both the main feature and the short wavelength region clearly indicates that the plasma temperature is too low for optimal source performance. Higher temperatures are necessary in order to increase the plasma average charge state and improve the source brightness at 13.5 nm.

Examination of the short-wavelength emission features also shows that, particularly when looking at emission from higher charge states, this spectral region is much more sensitive to laser fluence, and thus plasma temperature, changes. Therefore, the analysis of the features in the 7–11 nm range can be valuable to infer properties of the laser-produced plasma. This analysis is performed by employing the atomic data calculated in [28], where more detail on the atomic structure responsible for the emission features can be found. In short, these features stem from electric dipole transitions to the ground configurations of the ions Sn$^{13+}$–Sn$^{15+}$. The strongest transitions are in the form of $4p \to 5s$ and $4d \to 5p$. To perform the present analysis, the transition energies and probabilities from the calculations in [28] are employed.

In order to properly compare the atomic data with experimental spectra, some sort of scaling argument for the populations of excited states should be invoked. In [28], local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) was used as, in the case of higher-density, 1 $\mu$m-wavelength-driven LPP, the collision frequencies overcome spontaneous emission rates. Griem’s criterion [39] states that, for the transitions here investigated, equilibrium should exist for electron densities above few times $10^{20}$ e$^-$/cm$^3$. In the present case, the strong reduction of the relevant plasma density due to the longer wavelength of the CO$_2$ drive-laser effectively breaks this assumption. In general, one would need a full collisional-radiative modeling approach, including the detailed atomic structure of all ions participating and all the relevant atomic plasma processes connecting said ions and their energy levels. This approach is extremely challenging and very computationally expensive, and lies beyond the scope of this work. For simplicity, the following approximations are used: first, using the non-equilibrium code FLYCHK [29], the average charge state as a function of electron temperature is calculated for a $10^{19}$ e$^-$/cm$^3$ plasma; the level populations of each charge state are then weighted as if in LTE, applying the temperature found from FLYCHK. This approach may be expected to under- or overestimate the actual population of excited states but, when looking only at relative intensities and given that the individual spectra
extends over a very limited wavelength range, the errors intro-
duced should be tolerable. FLYCHK has been used in numerous
experiment-calculation comparisons in recent years (see [29]
and references therein). These comparisons show that FLYCHK
provides meaningful estimates of ionization distributions.

The calculated spectra for the charge states Sn^{9+}–Sn^{15+}
are shown in figure 4, already weighted using the appropriate
Boltzmann factors (as determined from FLYCHK temper-
atures). Note that these calculated spectra have been manually
shifted on average by 0.05 nm to match the experimentally
observed features to ensure the convergence of the fitting pro-
cEDURE described in the following.

These spectra are subsequently used as input in a non-
linear least-squares fitting routine which employs seven free-
fit-parameters, one for each charge state. A linear combination
of the calculated spectra is obtained which matches the exper-
imental spectra. This procedure is quite robust, converging
successfully for all spectra. An exemplary fitting result is
shown in figure 4. The gray shaded area represent the con-
tinuum pedestal on which the atomic line emission rests. This
continuum needs to be introduced as another fit-parameter
to ensure the convergence of the fit. For the typical plasma
densities and temperatures of a CO$_2$-produced-plasma, there
is no clear physical reason for continuum radiation to exist
as bound–bound transitions fully dominate emissivity. It is
worth pointing out that the continuum levels almost perfectly
correlate to the total amount of light recorded by the camera,
which might then indicate the presence of stray light inside
the spectrometer. Regardless of the underlying cause, the
presence of the continuum pedestal does not affect the results
of the analyses here presented.

From the fit parameters it is possible to extract the radia-
tive contribution of each charge state to the short-wavelength
range, see figure 5. These calculated contributions act as a
simple proxy for the charge states populations in the LPP.
The mean relative systematic deviation between model fit
and experimental data, after removal of the continuum emis-
sion, is $|\langle x \rangle - y \rangle / y = 15.1\%$, i.e. 85% of the emission is well
captured by our model. Some of the results show limitations
of the method here employed. Firstly, the contributions from

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3}
\caption{Top: absolute intensity spectra recorded for different laser fluences. Due to the large differences, the short wavelength emission features are presented in the appropriately scaled inset. Bottom: zoomed views for the short wavelength region and for the main emission feature, both normalized to the peak intensity at 13.5 nm. The gray shaded areas highlight the 2% band around 13.5 nm.}
\end{figure}
lower charge states, in particular that from Sn$^{9+}$, seem to be
overestimated. This could be due to the fact that these emission
features are on top of the left-hand shoulder of the main emission feature centered at 13.5 nm. This extra contribution beneath would make them appear brighter. Secondly, the contribution from Sn$^{11+}$ is fairly constant for all laser fluences, which could be an artifact from our fitting procedure. Moving towards the higher charge states, the contributions obtained however seem to be well-suited to qualitatively describe the change in charge state populations due to changing laser fluence, and thus, changing plasma temperature. For this reason, we will now focus on these contributions and compare the corresponding fit results to the relative charge state populations as function of plasma temperature as obtained from flychk calculations for a plasma with $10^{19}$ e$^{-}$ cm$^{-3}$ electron density. A comparison between the experimental data and the calculations is shown in figure 6, where the radiative contributions obtained from the fit results have been re-normalized for the charge states Sn$^{11+}$–Sn$^{15+}$ such that their sum yields one for each experimental realization. When comparing these to the results from FLYCHK, it is seen that the general trends of the various charge states are well captured by the fitting procedure employed: Sn$^{12+}$ contributions monotonically decrease from a 40% contribution value as laser fluence is increased; Sn$^{13+}$ increases, then peaks at 520 J cm$^{-2}$ before slowly falling again; Sn$^{14+}$ and Sn$^{15+}$ both monotonically increase over the measured range. Such behavior is observed also in

Figure 4. Top: individual charge state spectra calculated with the atomic data from [28] and weighted using Boltzmann statistics (see main text). Bottom: exemplary case, showing the result of fitting the short wavelength region to the spectrum obtained at 460 J cm$^{-2}$. Solid black line: experimental spectrum; dashed red line: fitted spectra; grey shaded area: fitted continuum level (see main text).

Figure 5. Relative radiative contribution of each charge state to the emission between 7 and 11 nm as determined from the fitting procedure for all laser fluence values.

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison between the fitting procedure and FLYCHK calculations. Top: relative radiative contribution of the charge states Sn$^{11+}$–Sn$^{15+}$. Middle: relative charge state population from FLYCHK as function of electron temperature for a $10^{19}$ e$^{-}$ cm$^{-3}$ density. The grey shaded area highlights the portion of the calculation that correlates to the range of experimental data shown in the upper panel. Bottom: scaling of electron temperature with laser fluence as deduced from the ratio of Sn$^{13+}$ contribution to that of Sn$^{12+}$ (see main text). The red solid line shows $T \propto F^{0.2}$. 
our calculations, indicating that a 30–42 eV temperature range was probed (shown as a shaded gray area in figure 6).

The dependence of the effective plasma electron temperature on the applied laser fluence can be deduced from these data, e.g. from the ratio between the contributions from Sn$^{13+}$ and Sn$^{12+}$, by comparing our experimental results to FLYCHK calculations. We note that normalization factors and any associated systematic uncertainties identically drop out in this ratio. In the range observed, this leads to a monotonically increasing ratio Sn$^{13+}$/Sn$^{12+}$ for both experimental data and results from calculations.

Through these calculations, each experimental point can be associated with a unique temperature value, and therefore a relationship between temperature and fluence is established as presented in the bottom panel of figure 6. A monotonic increase of temperature, in the range 30–40 eV, with laser fluence ranging 300–800 J cm$^{-2}$ is observed. This suggests a surprisingly weak scaling $T \propto F^{0.2}$ of the effective plasma temperature $T$ with fluence $F$. Recalling that in our framework fluence is a proxy for laser intensity (trivially, intensity $I \propto F$), this value can be compared to temperature-intensity relationships found in literature. The scaling found here is far weaker than the $T \propto F^{3/5}$ predicted by the collisional-radiative modelling approach [31] that is often cited in the literature. It is also lower than other approaches, such as the analytic results from Mora [40] resulting in a power of 4/9 or the 0.53 value found by Basko and coworkers [41]. Note that the aforementioned theory scaling powers do not include (changes in) radiative loss fraction [41, 42] which may lower the calculated value. On the other hand, the actual scaling may be expected to be weaker still as we use emission as a proxy of charge state balance, uncorrected for a hypothesized faster increase of the population of the more highly excited states with temperature. Such detailed calculations are however outside of the scope of the current work and are not expected to change our main conclusions. A partial explanation for the observed weak scaling may be found in the temporal shape of the laser pulse which first strongly peaks to decay over a longer, several-10 ns time scale. Thus, a wide range of instantaneous laser intensities is effectively probed in a single laser pulse and this may influence the effective, average, plasma temperature. A study of the possible influence from a spatial non-uniformity of the plasma would require full radiation-hydrodynamics modeling. Recent work by Schupp et al [43] however suggests that a single density and temperature approach is, in fact, apt. Care should be taken applying these results outside of the studied case as the scalings found are tied to the presented experimental conditions, namely the operational conditions of this EUV source.

4. Conclusions

The emission spectra in the 7–16 nm range from an industrial EUV light source are presented. The short-wavelength emission features in the 7–11 nm region are shown to strongly change with laser intensity and offer the possibility to individually diagnose several Sn charge states that strongly contribute to the main, unresolved emission feature at 13.5 nm wavelength relevant for nanolithography. Using the available atomic data for these emission features and the result of non-equilibrium plasma kinetics calculations with the code FLYCHK, synthetic spectra are generated for each charge state contributing in the 7–11 nm spectral region. The calculated spectra are then fitted to the experimental spectra, obtaining radiative contribution for each charge state. The changes of these contributions as function of the laser intensity are compared to the calculated charge state populations and their dependency on electron temperature. The data show that the effective plasma temperature is remarkably weakly dependent on laser intensity in the source here investigated.
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